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READING TIP

READING ALOUD
EVERYONE CAN!

READING ALOUD? EVERYONE CAN!

Sometimes parents feel that they
are not such good readers or that
reading aloud costs too much time.
Or they think that reading is no
longer necessary if children can
read themselves. The opposite is
true! Reading is important for
language development at any age.
It means also a moment of rest with
your child. I would like to give you
these 5 tips:
1. Read or view the book
yourself first so that you
know what is coming.
2. Choose a fixed time, for
example before bedtime.
3. Reading the same book
more often is not a problem,
especially young children
enjoy repetition.
4. Don't skip difficult words,
sometimes you can explain
a word but you don't always
have to.
5. If you read more easily in
your own language, feel free
to do so.

Mol viert kerstmis / Marieke van Hooff - from 3 years old
Mol has invited all his friends to the
Christmas party. But then everything
goes wrong. Can Mol still save the
Christmas party?
Many more Christmas and other
books you can find in the youth
department in the library in the
Witte Dame. Just in time for the
winter period, our collection of
picture books has been thoroughly renewed and expanded.
Enough for many hours of reading pleasure!

KIDSWEEK JOKES APP

Kidsweek is the newspaper for children from 9 years old.
Besides the world news, there is of course also a page with
fun facts and jokes. Recently there is also the Kidsweek
Jokes app with many jokes and riddles. You can also
submit your own joke. Perhaps your joke may soon be in
the newspaper!
The app is free to download for Android en iOS.

CHILDREN FREE MEMBERS OF THE BIEB!
Reading aloud for fifteen minutes a
day ensures that your child learns
1000 new words per year!
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Did you know that children up to the age of 18 are
members of the Eindhoven Library for free? Give your child
the best books and enable a lifetime pleasure in reading
and learning. There is a world to discover in the library!

